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                        Hotel Katerina

                        

                        Hotel Katerina is perfectly situated at Mylopotas in Ios Island overlooking the bay and offering stunning view of the beach and the sunset.

                        Amazing view, excellent accommodation, one of the best hotels on Ios Island, you'll never want to leave.

                        READ MORE 
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            The place to be

            

            Cycladic in character and design, with gleaming white-washed buildings, the setting is peaceful with beautiful views of Mylopotas Bay

            
                

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Lovely Surroundings

                                Cycladic atmosphere

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Beautiful Rooms

                                Spacious with marvellous view

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Excellent Location

                                Close to Mylopotas Beach

                            

                        

                    



                

            

        


    

        
        
            
                
                    

                        
                            

                            “ I just stayed 10 days in hotel Katerina beginning of July 2017.Where should I start? My time there was way beyond my biggest expactions. The hotel is run by the whole family and everyone has his/her own tasks. Let me tell you that when you look at them or talk with them you don't have the impression that this is a task for them. Without exageration, I have never seen such kind and good hearted human beings in hotel business. They are commited and devoted and they do everything with passion and love. They do more than you can imagine. 

                            timefliessofast

                            Brussels, Belgium

                        


                        
                            

                            “ I loved Katerina Hotel and all the family i met! Everything was perfect: it's the perfect place to stay at Ios island! "5" is the maximum rating the system allows, but if I could rate, i would like to rate at least 10! The cleanliness of the hotel was guaranteed from the first to the last second of my stay, the courtesy of the owners is one of the top qualities of this property, rarely i found kindinless and professionalism in the owners of a luxury hotel.  ”

                            EDV

                            Castel di Sangro, Italy

                        


                        
                            

                            “ What a gorgeous hotel, everything is perfect. It is run by a beautiful family, Petros, Maria, Vicki, George, yaya and papu, young Katerina. I was picked up at the port and the best customer service began here. Petros pointed out the supermarkets, the village and steps and the beaches. The room was just beautiful, the bed so comfortable and everything so clean. The views are spectacular !

                            TravellingJosephine

                            Melbourne, Australia

                        



                        
                            

                            “ Katerinas Hotel is excellent in every way, The rooms are immaculate and practical as well as charming and the view is so amazing! The swimming pool is also beautiful and the family who own and run the hotel are kind and friendly. We absolutely loved our stay and have already booked for next year.  

                            DE

                            New Zealand
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                            Hotel Katerina

                            Mylopotas, Ios Island, Cyclades, Greece
                            
Tel: +30 22860 91614, Fax: +30 22860 92049
                            
Email: kathotel@yahoo.gr, Web: www.ios-katerina.com
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